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ABSTRACT:

This request is to use the first tutorial slot for the 802 Technical Plenary. The goal is to facilitate a broader 802 architecture discussion that can be used as input to the EC workshop topic on “802 Architecture and Technical Coherence” after the plenary. The agenda would comprise of a level-set so that we understand the architecture from the perspective of the 802 WGs. Each WG would be asked to present a few slides to indicate their standard’s architecture, where it is defined, and what they understand their relationship is to IEEE Std 802 Overview and Architecture. Such a discussion would help identify where the current commonalities are and can help us then move into an informed discussion of an amendment for the reorganization of Std 802 and for an EC discussion. The agenda would conclude with a summary of the IEEE Std 802 revision project and the plan for its completion.

SESSION 2

NO TUTORIAL SCHEDULED FOR THIS TIME SLOT

SESSION 3

NO TUTORIAL SCHEDULED FOR THIS TIME SLOT